20 Lectures in Planning Series

1:15 - 2:30pm
114 Avery

JAN.

21 THE SMART ENOUGH CITY
Ben Green Research Fellow, AI Now Institute at NYU

28 PLAYING AT CITY BUILDING
Jennifer Light Born Deliber Professor of the History of Science and Technology + Professor of Urban Studies and Planning, MIT

FEB.

25 URBAN-TECH STARTUPS:
The Role of Private Sector Innovation in Shaping Our Cities

moderator:
Stephen Larrick City Success Lead, Bluefield Analytics
Newsha Ghadzi President and Co-Founder, Biotat Analytics
Miriam Roost Program Director, Urban X
Dawn Miller Head of Policy and Partnerships, Coord

04 DIGITAL TWINS, TRIPLETs, AND THE REST:
Families of Simulation Models for Urban Analytics
** In UP Lounge/Fayweather 201

Michael Batty Bartlett Professor of Planning, University College London + Chair of the Centre for Advanced Spatial Analysis (CASA)

11 NIMBY vs YIMBY:
Balancing Neighborhood Stability and Dynamism

Ingrid Gould Ellen Paulette Goddard Professor of Urban Policy and Planning, NYU Wagner + Faculty Director, NYU Furman Center

18 WHEN PLANNERS GOT POWER:
The New York City Planning Commission after 1989

moderator:
Weiping Wu Professor of Urban Planning, Columbia GSAPP + Director of the M.S. in Urban Planning program
Eugenie Birch Lawrence G. Nygaard Professor of Urban Research, University of Pennsylvania + co-Director, Penn Institute for Urban Research
Maxine Griffith Senior Advisor to Columbia University President Lee C. Bollinger
James Jao Chairman and C.E.O., Long On Group and J.A. C. Design International Ltd.
Ron Shiffman President Emeritus, Pratt Center for Planning and the Environment

MARC.

31 BUILDING(S AND) CITIES:
Drawing Urban Boundaries with Machine Learning

Dani Arribas-Bel Senior Lecturer in Geographic Data Science, University of Liverpool

03 PLATFORM REAL ESTATE:
A Conceptual Vocabulary for Critical Housing Studies

Desiree Fields Assistant Professor of Geography and Global Metropolitan Studies, UC Berkeley

10 UNEQUAL DISPLACEMENT:
Gentrification, Racial Stratification, and Residential Destinations in Philadelphia

Jackelyn Hwang Assistant Professor of Sociology, Stanford University

APR.

14 SENSING INEQUALITY:
Smart Cities, Sensor Deserts, and The Politics of Decision-making

Rachel Franklin Professor of Geographical Analysis, Newcastle University

21 DATA FEMINISM
** reception to follow

Catherine D’Ignazio Assistant Professor of Urban Science and Planning, MIT
Lauren Klein Associate Professor of English and Quantitative Theory and Methods, Emory University

28 COMPUTER ETERNITY TIME:
Rural Revitalization and e-Commerce Between the US and China

Xiaowei Wang PhD Candidate in Geography, UC Berkeley + Designer, Logic Magazine